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For studio safety without compromise.  
   

FOBA, the quality leader in studio stands, has designed the FOBA DSS-ALPHA 
studio stand for the toughest demands and greatest security. Whether for 
conventional large format photography or the most demanding digital cameras, more 
and more professional photographers demand a stand that offers reliable 
performance day in and day out, with 100% stability and convenience. So the FOBA 
engineers took another look at our best products and optimized all kinds of details. 
The result is another step closer to perfection: FOBA DSS-ALPHA stand. 
   

   

 

  

SECURITY, MOBILITY, STABILITY 

Shaft and beam of solid hexagonal profiles, guaranteed distortion 
free. A camera can be mounted at each end of the beam.  

FOBA DSS-ALPHA stands come in standard overall floor height and 
weight of 2,7 m and 204 kg. 
Lifting capacitiy without additional counterweight: 10 kg. 
Customized heights are available at an extra charge. 
Delivered with a rotating platform AROBA.  

 

  

ARBOE
rotating upright

AROBA
rotating platform

ARBAO
crank-operated
extended rotating 
platform

ARBEO
extended rotating
platform

ASGUO
additional counterweight

ARTEU
laptop holder

ARTEO
round tray

AROBA
rotating platform

ARTIO
holder for trays

ARTEI
lifting / lowering piece

ASTIU
panoramic adapter 

ARBEA
beam extension

ARBAE
rotating platform, 
crank-operated

http://www.foba.ch/pdf/ALPHA_sketch_flyer_en.pdf
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High-precision scales calibrated in inches and cm for 
exactly repeatable settings.  

 

 

Rotating crosspiece graduated in degrees runs light as 
a feather on no less than 24 ball-bearings together with 
the horizontal beam.  

 

 

Double pedal 
This sophisticated mechanism lowers the stand onto 
the floor or raises it onto the wheels without much 
effort. 

 

The stand can be lowered onto the floor very gently 
thanks to its built-in shock absorber. 

 

    

 


